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It is known that a branching process in a random environment (BPRE) which is subcritical or 
critical either dies with probability one or, in the trivial case, corresponds to an immortal !;terile 
population. In the supercritical case, various conditions are known to be necessary for noncc:rtain 
extinction while other conditions ‘Ire known to be suficient. In this paper, a necessary and 
sufficient condition for noncertain extinction of a supercritical BPRE is given. In particular, it 
is shown that a supercritical BPRE has noncertain extinction if and only if there exists a random 
truncation, depending only on the environmental sequence, such that the truncated BPRE is 
supercritical and such that the sequence of truncation points grows more slowly than any 
exponential sequence. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper, we consider the Athreya-Karlin model of a branching process in 
a random environment (BPRE) [l]. This model for BPRE can be briefly described 
as follows. 
Let S = (50,51,52, . . .) be a stati,)nary and ergodic process with each c1 taking 
values in the space of probability distributions concentrated on the nonnegative 
integers. 6 is called the environmental sequence. Then a BPRE is a ,tochastic 
process {Z,}z=,, such that conditioned on 6, {Z,l}~z,, is a nonhomogeneous branching 
process. Without loss of generality, we may assume Zo= 1. Let #&,,(s) be the 
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probability generating function for the offspring distribution &, ; i.e. 
&,(.u = $ P&P. 0=2sl, 
k -I) 
where P&) is the probability of a particle in the nth generation producing k 
offspring, conditioned on [,,. Let m (& ) = &(l), the expected number of offspring 
of a particle in the nth generation, conditioned on &. A process satisfying 0 < 
&log m (&,>) is said to be supercritical. 
We will also assume throughout this paper that &log m (&)) < a. 
Let q(g) denote the extinction probability; i.e. 
Athreya and Karlin [l] showed that P{q(&) < 1) equals 0 or 1. The BPRE is said 
to have noncertain extinctior? if P(q(& < 1) = 1. 
The classical Galton-Watson process, which is a special case of BPRE, is well 
known to have noncertain extinction if and only if the process is supercritical [3]. 
Smith and Wilkinson [6,7] proved that if the environments of a supercritical BPRE 
are independent and identically distributed, then such a BPRE has noncertain 
extinction if and only if Ellog( 1 -p&~))l < 00. In the general case where 6 is 
stationary and ergodic, Athreya and Karlin [ 1] proved that the above condition is 
sufficient fjor noncertain extinction. However, an example given by Tanny [9] shows 
that the condition is not necesary. In the same paper, Tanny also showed that the 
weaker condition 
is necessary but not sufficient. 
In this paper we will pr:.)ve the following theorem which provides a necessary 
and sufficient condition for noncertain extinction of a supercritical BPRE. We will 
use T throughout to denote the shift transformation, namely, T(&,, 6:. . . .) equals 
((,,&, * * .). 
Remark 1. WC may define a new RPRE {Z:$: tt whost~ rrth generation otfspriqg 
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distribution has probability generating function 
rL,,W=~(s; 7-y; U)’ “‘Y-’ Pk(Snbk +(,= fr*,px(s,,))s~~~rn? (2, 
0 n 
Note that $,(s) is measurable with respect to the CT field 9(&, & +1, . . .) and that 
{&(s)}~=~~ is a stationary and ergodic process [2], p. 1051. Hence {Z~}~~o is a well 
defined BPRE called the BPRE randomly truncated at v and v is called the random 
truncation. 
Remark 2. Condition (I) says that the truncated BPRE is still supercritical. Condi- 
tion (II) says that the truncation points are growing more slowly than any exponential 
sequence. This means that we can exclude the possibility of a particle of the 
truncated BPRE ever producing more than an exponential number of offspring. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
We begin by proving the following sufficient condition for noncertain extinction. 
Lemma 1. Let {Z,,}zGo be a BPRE with erwironment 5. Suppose P(&,,( 1) < 0~) = 1. 
If 
P(ql&< l)= 1. 
Proof. Using Theorem 4 of [4], it follows that P(q(& < 1) = 1, provided that 
a2 4gnw 
A ZZ,, (&(m (6” )? 
<oo w.p.1 
where fl,, (6) = n; I:, nz (& ). 
Let O< F <iE where E = E(log YZ &j)>. We note that 
(3) 
which converges to E w.p.1 a: fz - 00 by th:: Rirkhoff Ergodic Theorem 121. 
l’herefore there exists w.p. 1 an integer A’ = MF ; tJ) such that for IZ >zN, ZZ,,(& > 
11rF F) e . Since 0 < E(log m (&)) < ~10 and {&)z (, are identically distribukd, it follows 
that 
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Hence m (& ) > e - ‘IF for n sufficiently large w.p. 1. Also, by hypothesis, 
1 
lim -log+ &(l) = 0 w.p.1. 
n-+io 11 
Hence (b Fn (1) < e’IF w.p.1 for sufficiently large n. Therefore 
CO 
c 
4:“(l) 
n -0 a, (SNm t&l HZ 
= 0 ,F,, er,,E.-P:;,;i;S;i) < 00 ( w*p* 1 
and so (3) is verified. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
(5) 
Remark. Lemma 1 can be proved directly without Jager’s result ([4]) by using a 
modified Kaplan-Karlin technique [ii, 81. 
Lemma 2. Suppose {Z,l}‘~__o is a BP!XE with ?. + (5, < 1) -1 1. L.et /A (e, be a random 
trrrncatiorl of (Z,,): =() and let $(s ; &; g ), t/w trurxated probability generatittg frrrxtiorl, 
he giuerl by (2). Let rn P ($1 = qY( 1; dj; p ). Therz 
Proof. Let rl/cs) = cl/(s; 5; CL) given by (2) and consider the function 
&s; 5; p) given by 
3 
Since U?C.S ) is analytic for - 1 <s < 1, so is &s 1. Also it is easily seen that 6’” I(s) 2 0 
for k 2 0 and that & 1) = 1. Hence $ is a probability generating function. Further- 
more, $((I) = 0 and so $‘( 1) 3 1. But 
1 -4m) 
-____- “(‘) = 1 -\h(q(T<)) $‘(I) * 
Therefore 
(8) 
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Now 
Equations (9)-( 13) together imply that 
(13) 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
Remark. The definition of J(s) is similar to the one used by Tanny [9] to define 
the probabiiity generating functions for the associated BPRE. Equation (7) becomes 
the definition for the associated probability generating function if one replaces (7, 
the extinction probability of the BPRE (Z,}~Co, by $‘, the extinction probability 
of the BPRE {Z~}~Co (assuming q@ f 1 w.p.1). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that there is a random truncation ~(6) satisfying 
conditions (I) and (II). We will prove that P@(g) < 1) = 1. 
Let {Z :I }z_- ,) be the BPRE randomly truncated at I/. Then {Z :; },” =() is a supercritical 
BPRE and 
P 
( 
!inz Z,, = ()I& 
) ( 
SP !immZl =0/e 
1 
w.p.1. 
Hence it suf-hces to show that P(lim,, -rJc Z;i == 0 14) c 1 w.p. 1. To do this, we will 
verify that {Z:;}zzo satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1. By (2), the probability 
generating function of Z:i conditioned on Z:i _.1 = 1 and 5 satisfies 
Therefore $:: ( 1) < CX, w.p. 1 and 
(16) 
by condition (II). Hence {Zk};1”=:, satisfies the h~.~potheses of Lemma 1 and from 
the earlier remarks we conclude that Ptq@ < 1) = 1. 
To prove the converse, we assume that P(q(& < 1) = 1 ard want to exhibit a 
random truncation u satisfying conditions (1) and (II). 
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Let 0 <E < 1 be fixed. Define 
v&J - 
1 + Iog((l -q(J))&) 
i ’ bpl(TE) 1 if q(T+P tl -_qWE, N if q(T&~(l -_q(SNE, (17) 
where [x] denotes the greatest integer in x and N is a positive integer. Let 
mN (5) = q?‘( 1: 5; vN 1. We will first show that 
mN(i~),(l -M-4(5)) 
3 ’ 1-4(7-g 
w.p.1. 
Consider A () ={k;MW(1 -q(t)k). For&$,, 
v&l = l+ 
[ 
log((l -q@))s) log qu’s, 1’ 
and SO 
iexpOog(rl -9(g)k)) = (1 -q(&))~. 
By Lemma 2, 
(1 -FM -q(p)) 
1 
1 --qtTS) * 
(18) 
(19, 
(21) 
This complctes the proof of (18). 
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We observe that log mN (5) increases to log m (&J w.p. 1 as N -+ 00. Since 
-oo<E(logm1(~))~E(logm(ro))<oo 
and log m,(e) is increasing in iv, we have 
,$% E(log mN (g)) = E(log m (&)) 
-b 
by a version of the Monctone Convergence Theorem. 
Take & large enough so that E(log m&)) > 0. Let v@) = max(&, vlv,,(&). Our 
choice of No guarantees that v(J) satisfies condition (I), so to complete the proof, 
we need only show that condition (II) holds as well; i.e. that 
1 
/irm_; log v(T”&) = 0 w.p.1. 
Let A,, =(r;q(T’*‘*~)>(l -~(T’*&)E}. Note that if &EA:~ then v(T”&=No. 
Letting IB denote the indicator function of the set B, we have 
1 
; log dT”& 
1 
s ;[A,, (5, log + -(log N,, + log 2). 
Since lVo is a fixed integer, it suffices to show that 
1 
lim -IA,, (5) log 
11 -xl n ( 
log((l-qV”S))e) 
logqV”“S) > 
=[) w p 1 
. . . 
(23) 
(24) 
Clearely we may restrict our attention to A = (5: 6 E A,, for infinitely many n} and 
we need only take the limit along 5 Jbscquences n ’ = rz’(& for which & E A,,, for 
all CI ‘. 
Now 
1 
,I..,., (5) log. 
( 
log((1 -q( i+Q l)E 1 
- -7 -- 
logy(T”‘~, 1 
1 1 
= +ogjlog((l --q(T”‘~~)r-~l-,ilogllog~~~~‘+l~)l. 
II 
(25) 
cm 
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0ur proof is complete if we show that 
limsup-5og~log(~l --~(T’*&)E)ISO w.p.1. 
)I+= n 
(27) 
and that 
liminf -hogllOg~(7+‘&1~0. w.p. 1. 
n-+,m n 
(28) 
For if (27) and (28) hold then it follows immediately that the right hand side of 
(25) is 0, so (24) holds. 
Considering (27) first, we have 
1 
~limsup-$log(l -g(T”5))1+nli_m,1l/lOgFI =O 
fI +*X n 
(29) 
by [9, Proposition 5.71 and so equation (27) holds. 
Now, if equation (28) fails, then there must exist w.p.1 a sequence ak = a&) of 
integers such that ak TOO and 
1 
lim - log 1 log 4 (T”“c )I < 0. 
k +xak 
Hence 
lim log~logq(T”“~)~ = --a w.p.1, 
k +I- 
lim log y( T”“&) = 0 
k *.x w.p. 1. 
Therefore 
(Note that (33) follows f!.om the expansion Of lOg( 1 +A ) r’or IA-[ K 1.) 
Hence 
by [9, p. 1111. But this contradicts (30). Therefore (28) holds. 
Thcroforc v@) satisfies conditions (I) and (II), and our proof is complctc. 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
Remark. Tanny [9] gives a sufficient condition for noncertain extinction Of RPRE. 
It is stil I unknown if that condition is also necessary, and hence equivalent to the 
condition presented in this paper. 
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